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Observations
3358 planets in 2560 planetary system, including 582 multiple 
planetary systems, have been confirmed, as of 1 June 2016. 
The least massive exoplanet is orbiting around a pulsar and has 
its mass roughly twice the mass of Moon, the most massive 
planet (which may be, however, classified as a brown dwarf)  is 
about 29 times the mass of Jupiter.  Orbital periods – from a few 
hours to thousands of years, and even to infinity (free floating 
planets). Eccentiricities – from zero to ~ 1. Many planets with 
close periods have large orbital inclinations with respect to 
rotational axes of their host stars, some are even retrograde.  
Several exoplanetary systems (e.g. Gliese 876, Kepler-223) 
have planets in mean-motion resonances. There are 
circumbinary planets, planets interacting with circumstellar 
debris discs, candidates to exoplanetary systems in other 
galaxies, etc..

In general, there is a whole zoo of properties of exoplanetary 
systems, most of them are quite different from what we have in 
Solar System.



Basic observational techniques

1)  Direct imaging 

2)  Transit method and its extensions

3)  Radial velocity method

4)  Astrometry

5)  Microlensing

6) Pulsar timing

7) Features (say, gaps) in circumstellar
discs  



“Hot Jupiters”
One of the most puzzling problems concerning possible 
formation mechanisms of  exoplanetary systems  consists in the 
presence of “Hot Jupiters” - giant gas planets with periods order 
of a few days.  The first exoplanets discovered around a MS 
star (51 Pegasi b, Mayor & Queloz 1995) is a Hot Jupiter with 
orbital period ~ 4d. The standard formation mechanisms of gas 
giants thought to operate in Solar System, where these planets 
are born outside the so-called 'ice line' with its size ~ a few AU 
cannot explain their presence. 

They have very small eccentricities, some of them have inclined 
or even retrograde orbits, their host stars typically have larger 
metallicities. 







Formation of gas giants
Two possible ways – either so called core formation model or 
through gravitational instability (may work only for very distant 
planets).  

The core formation model

Three main stages 
1) formation of “ice” 
core with mass order
of several Earth mass from
planetesimals
2) core growth through 
absorption of planetesimals
3) gas accretion  





Papaloizou,
Nelson, 2005





Gravitational instability

The Toomre parameter

when 

Gammie, 2001

Small Q favour large distances, where sound speed is small

- three massive planets between 24 and 68 AU? 

(Armitage, 2014)



Burrows et al, 1997



MIGRATION



Three types of migration
Migration of first type (planet doesn't open a 
gap in protoplaneraty disc), appropriate for 
(super) Earth size planets and ice cores of 
gas giants.  

Migration of second type (planet opens a well 
pronounced gap in the disc), appropriate for 
planets with masses above Jupiter mass.  

Migration of third type (intermediate regime, 
very fast evolution), appropriate for planets 
with masses order of Saturn mass.



Resonances in a disc



Type 1

Migration time scale Tm~   (Md/m)(Mp/M*)2(rp/h)-2Porb



Type 2

Tm / Porb ~

δ=h/r

Tm / 
Porb 





δ=0.03,  0.05



Lidov-Kozai cycles



Tides

Two types of tidal interactions are considered: the so-called 
quasi-stationary tides and dynamic excitations of different normal 
modes of pulsations of rotating giant planets and stars (dynamic 
tides). Note that  dynamic tides in planets having retrograde 
motion with respect to stellar rotation are amplified (e.g.   Lai, 
1997, Ivanov & Papaloizou, 2011). Thus,  there is a natural bias 
towards retrograde orbits in  the problem.



Quasi-static tides

The physics is basically the
same as in the Earth-Moon
System. The  main 
uncertainty is a value of 
so-called 'tidal factor' Q 
defined as the ratio of energy
stored in bulge to energy 
disspated per one forcing
period. For EM system it is
order of 20. For gas 
giants/stars it needs to be
order 105-107 to explain
observations.



Dynamic tides
The main idea resonant excitations of various normal modes of 
planets/stars. Could work both for highly elliptical and quasi-circular
orbits.  Unlike quasi-static tides, at least in two possible cases
main characteristics of the process do not depend on value of 
dissipation.  



Nagasawa & Ida 2011





Conclusions
1) Systems of exoplanets demonstrate a lot of intruguing properties totally 
absent in Solar System, in particular, a phenomenon of presence of Hot
Jupiters.

2) Although there are certain more or less realistic scenarios of the formation
of exoplanetary systems, they all have problems. More theoretical work and
observations are needed due to rather unexpected richness and complexity 

of exoplanetary systems.

3) Perhaps, a combination of these scenarios would eventually work. In particular,
'Hot Jupiters' and 'Warm Jupiters' may have been formed differently.

4) Our Solar System looks as an exeption rather than a rule. Note, however,
that the ubiquity of similar systems may be underestimated due to observational
bias towards systems containg massive objects  at close orbits.  
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